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Today’s tipping point

Example of a time series (20 data values) and the associated graph derived from the visibility algorithm

Source: Figs 1 and 3, cited from: Lacasa et.al (2008) [5]
Information contents
Here, the network after transformed from the time series will not lose all the
information of the time series. In particular, time structure will be preserved after
transformation binded by the visibility rule.
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Heterogeneous interaction under the FRICA
With the advent of the new era of Artiﬁcial Intelligence, we need to update our
inferential methods in economics and the social sciences accordingly. The
implementation of a slightly realistic consideration will easily reveal to us a very
large domain.
In this presentation, we employ the AI market simulation system called U-Mart to
model the eﬃciency of a realistic futures market.
In the actual market, participating agents send orders either randomly or
non-intelligently, even though they depend on their own unambiguous strategies.
It has been noted that purely random orders often result in the best performance
in the market. Thus, the market system may have many redundancies. In this
work, we will give a new approach to the market transaction in view of Fully
Random, Rule-Based Interactive Cellular Automata (FRICA), which is based
on Alan Turing’s rule selection.
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The vertically/horizontally observed visible graph
In the actual market, we cannot know an optimal solution in advance at once.
The market transaction as a whole may be regarded as randomly generated.
Leaving aside from the eﬃciency of the market, however, we may be capable to
build up/detect a winning strategy in the average, because the price behavior by
itself will be characterized by the class properties such like constantly converging,
periodic, chaotic, and complex.
So far, we suggested the idea of the length distribution of the FRICA’s cases,
and also introduced the idea of length distribution, by observing vertically the
evolution of the time series generated by the FRICA.
In this article, we focus on the idea of visibility graph. By resort to visibility graph,
we then employ the horizontally observed visible graph to transform the time
series generated by the FRICA into the network. According to Kaurov (2013), we
can then use the a graph-theoretic shortest-path algorithm to detect an
eﬃcient interactive network among the whole time series formed.
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Contriving a simple market to be manipulated
Now we narrow down the manipulation in the market exchange. When we employ
a virtual market simulator like U-Mart, it will be an easy work whether the market
could be manipulated or not. We commonly implement a so-called technical
analytical agent in the U-Mart. In recent years, we have already discovered a
special agent set, i.e., Nakajima-Mori agent conﬁguration, to always realize
any given real price movement.
By this discovery, any price movement will be always given an existential proof
due to an existence of this special set. In other words, we always run any price
movement in motion by assuming the agents of this special set. Hence any
deviation from a given price movement will be decomposed to a hypothetical
contribution from Nakajima-Mori agent set.
The price movement in the market is an outcome of interactive behaviors
randomly generated among agent strategies. It is well known that this kind of
interactive behaviors will be decomposed into the above class types.
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Classiﬁcation and statistics

We focus on the eﬀects of the change of agent strategies as an outcome of interactive
strategies with scale and their composition. We are interested in any deviation of the
resultant price time series from a conferred class property of the initial price time series.
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Cellular automata and the FRICA’s behaviors
The cellular automaton of Rule 110 is well known as a complete Turing machine
in the sense that any calculation or computer program can be simulated using this
automaton. In this context, we also regard that the market system can generate
any price time series.
On the other hand, in the lineage of Wolfram (2002)[7]: A new kind of science,
we are interested in the properties of Class 1-4 on interactive cellular automaton
(ICA): Cellular automata (CA) can be classiﬁed according to the complexity and
information produced by the behavior of the CA pattern:
Class 1: Fixed; all cells converge to a constant black or white set;
Class 2: Periodic; repeats the same pattern, like a loop;
Class 3: Chaotic; pseudo-random;
Class 4: Complex local structures; exhibits behaviors of both class 2 and class 3;
likely to support universal computation (Carvalho 2011 [1]).
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The FRICA’s behaviors around Class 4
In Cook(2004)[2], the cellular automaton of Rule 110 is well known as a complete
Turing machine in the sense that any calculation or computer program can be
simulated using this automaton. In this context, we also regard that the market
system can generate any price time series.
On the other hand, in the lineage of Wolfram (2002)[7]: A new kind of science,
we are interested in the properties of Class 1-4 on interactive cellular automaton
(ICA): Cellular automata (CA) can be classiﬁed according to the complexity and
information produced by the behavior of the CA pattern(Carvalho 2011 [1]).
In particular, the property of Class 4 may be described as follows: “Nearly all
initial patterns evolve into structures that interact in complex and interesting
ways, with the formation of local structures that are able to survive for long
periods of time.”(Ilachinski(2001,13) [3]).
Thus, we can then detect some critical conditions that may make a certain local
structure collapse by changing a selection of the rules. Because we can regard a
market performance as one similar to the property of Class 4.
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The vertical time evolution and the digit length distribution
We now examine how this kind of evolution of FRICAs is connected with the
evolving pattern of each cell, i.e., the color variation. This examination may be
equivalent to watch digit frequencies in the columns of cellular automata.
It is easy to ﬁnd out any sequence of the same digit (color) alternately occurring
in the above digit sequences. In the framework of our Fully Random, Rule-based
Interactive Cellular Automata, we can then focus on a frequency of the
appearance of a length of the consecutive same digit, i.e., digit length frequency.
If we take a sequence (011101110), the frequency distribution will be deﬁned on
the length of consecutive same digit.
We can then describe {length of (0), 3} as (1, 3), and {length of (1, 1, 1), 2} as
(3, 2).
Thus we will produce the frequency distribution of consecutive digits along each cell
vertically. In our simulation, at ﬁrst, we tentatively simulate 2000 steps on 1000 cells
initially given. Figs.1 show a digit 0/1 length frequency distribution at the 1st column.
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Digit frequencies in the columns of cellular automata under the rule of
150, 25, and 74
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A digit 0 length frequency at the 1st column
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A digit 1 length frequency at the 1st column
Figure: Digit frequencies in the columns of cellular automata
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The case of class 4: neither periodic nor random state
It is usually considered a class to represent the events like life phenomena, where it is
often observed much more adaptations to a given environment with a certain degree of
regularity. These events will be classiﬁed into a set of the most complex indicators
such as mutual information.
We examined the length distribution of the FRICA’s cases which may be identiﬁed
with the rule sets of class 4. As the inner composition of Five–Rule Interactive Cellular
Automata changes, the distribution properties will be also changed. In our
examinations, theses rule sets corresponds to {110, 183, 18, 238, 12},
{110, 110, 18, 238, 12}, {110, 110, 110, 238, 12}, {110, 110, 110, 110, 12}. We
conducted our simulation of 100, 000 steps on 1, 000 cells initially given. The
simulation results of a digit length distribution is represented by Fig. 2. The ﬁgure
contains other class cases. However, we summarize the results on the log-log plot on
the length distributions belonging to class 4:
The distributions will be long-tailed.
They are similar to any power-law distribution.
The slope of each distribution may be diﬀerent respectively in the same class 4.
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The digit length distribution of the classes

Figure: Digit length distributions
*It may be suggested that 1, 0 distribution is interpreted with price ups and downs.
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A correspondence between diﬀerent cases and class property

Case
control
0
1
2
3
4
5

Rules applied
random
23, 183, 18, 238, 12
110, 183, 18, 238, 12
110, 110, 18, 238, 12
110, 110, 110, 238, 12
110, 110, 110, 110, 12
All 110

Class
Class
Class 2
Class 4
Class 4
Class 4
Class 4
periodic

Table: A correspondence between diﬀerent cases and class property by reference to the digit
length distributions
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The evolution of the cellular automata system

Summing up, the evolution of the cellular automata system will depend on a
random choice of interactive rules. The interactive rules will give a time evolution
of a particular class from class 1 to 4. Cellular automata in itself is not an entity
with intelligence.
One of interesting features of CA is what non-intelligent cells can act/react to
form a complex behavior as if humans interact. So CA will be regarded as
zero/minimum intelligent agents.
The similar idea will apply to an understanding of the market exchange. We use a
so-called traditionally technical analytical agent as a diﬀerent strategy/rules.
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Digit frequencies in price time series generated by the U-Mart experiment
If a generated price time series preserves any changed direction of the referential
time series, the generated series will inherit the character of the referential series.
Suppose the referential time series to be cyclical or oscillating. If the length
distribution of a resultantly generated time series expands, the additional agent to
generate the resultant series will then be judged anti-cyclical.
In the U-Mart acceleration experiment kit, it is prepared the 4 type patterns of
price behavior of the referential spot price time series: ascending(up),
descending(down), reversal(reverse), oscillating.
As the experiment kit contains the time series to fulﬁll Class 1 to 4 argued in the
above, we will have another identiﬁcation procedure on the new set of additional
agents.
Thus we will have the next experiments of identifying the eﬀect of an additional
agent strategy according to 4 types of price behavior of the referential time series.
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The length distribution in the minimal sized agent composition

Figure: The length distribution and the generated price time series in the minimal size
Nakajima-Mori agent composition given an ascending spot price time series
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Horizontal visibility graphs for elementary cellular automata
Next, we focus on the horizontal evolution of our time series generated by the FRICA.
There are several studies shown in Lacasa et.al(2008) [5] and Fioritti et.al(2012) [6].
We introduce the latter.
By deﬁnition, in the visibility graph, each node indicates a sample that
is connected to another node if visibility between the two exists.
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The operation to connect the segments
According to the rule of visibility graph in between the highest node and the
second highest node, we can connect each other of the values. In other words,
two vertices(nodes) are connected by an edge if the corresponding events in the
time series are larger than all the events between them.
Thus a time series will be transformed into a visibility graph as follows. The bars
represent the values of the time series. Suppose the initial node to be the starting
node. Choose the values consecutively until a higher value than the initial value is
found. Then specify the higher value as the end node.
Otherwise no lower value than the initial value, the next value after the ﬁrst will
be chosen the end node. Replace the end node with the initial one and repeat the
same procedure. The batch of the procedure will be regarded as a cycle.
Due to Kaurov(2013)[4], we focus on the starting node of each batch to connect
them to form a graph-theoretic shortest-path algorithm.
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The exponential distribution derived from the HVG

Source: Fig.1 of Lacasa et.al(2008)[5]
Figure: The exponential distribution derived from the HVG.

Random series
Random series. (Left) First 250 values of R(t), where R is a random series of 106 data
values extracted from U[0,1]. (Right) Degree distribution P(k) of the visibility graph
associated with R(t) (plotted in semilog). Although the beginning of the curve
approaches the result of a Poisson process, the tail is clearly exponential. This behavior
is due to data with large values (rare events), which are the hubs.
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A horizontal time evolution in view of visibility graph
This study develops both of the time evolution of CA and the network formation
in view of HVG. According to Kauro(2013)[4], we call this development an
evolution of a ﬁnite elementary cellular automaton (ECA).
This can be done in a few diﬀerent ways. We can consider every step of an ECA
evolution to be a binary number and calculate its decimal form by counting digits
from left to right or in reverse.
The shortest path consists of each starting node of each cycle in view of network
formation. We may then measure a diﬀerence between each event and each node
of the shortest path with the realized matching. In his smart demonstration,
Kaurov has shown a graph-theoretic shortest-path algorithm by connecting
the starting nodes of. each cycle in view the HVG. This path is depicted in yellow
colors on his HVG network.
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A demonstration to ﬁnd the shortest path

Figure: The HVG and its graph-theoretic shortest-path algorithm in the case of the FRICA
(rules 150, 25 and 74)
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A one-sided version of the demonstration to ﬁnd the shortest path

Figure: The HVG and its graph-theoretic shortest-path algorithm in the left/right sided case of
the FRICA (rules 150, 25 and 74)
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